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Abstract
We confirm that persistence in the WFC3/IR detector, while mostly behaving like a power
law on scales from a few hundred to about ten thousand seconds after the end of a stimulus
departs from a single power law model at shorter times. This corroborates the findings of
WFC3 ISR 2018-05. We use a different observational strategy than HST Calibration
Program 14016 (PI: Long), whose data were used in WFC3 ISR 2018-05. The new
approach exploits the planet Uranus as a stimulus source. Uranus is imaged at 8 different
positions across the WFC3/IR detector, with each position providing a stimulus source for
the following images. The 8 Uranus exposures are followed by darks. The resulting dataset
provides a long baseline, out to ∼ 9000 s from measuring persistence. Despite the
challenges of dithering a nearby moving target, the experiment was extremely successful in
delivering very clean data. One of the advantages of the strategy is that Uranus leaves a
very well defined, sharp, disk-like persistence image of about 700 pixels in area. The rest of
the WFC3 detector area can be used to estimate the background sky level, thus the external
exposures themselves can be used to measure persistence. Calibration Program 14016
observed the massive young cluster Westerlund 1, a very crowded region, to attempt the
same experiment. Those images could not be used to reliably measure persistence, given the
difficulties in measuring the local background levels around persistence images of bright
stars in such a crowded region. In that case the analysis was limited to the darks following
the cluster images. In this work we successfully utilize all the data (Uranus and darks), and
show that persistence decays faster as time progresses, and not like a single power law at all
times. The Uranus exposures and darks show completely consistent persistence values, a
sanity check of the validity of our sky subtraction procedure.
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Introduction

After observations of bright sources, the near infrared channel of the WFC3 detector, WFC3/IR,
displays a long-lasting faint image of the sources themselves. The strength and duration of
such afterglow images depends on source brightness, total exposure time and time elapsed
since the stimulus. The effect, known as persistence, is common among HgCdTe detectors,
such as WFC3/IR. Persistence can be explained as a trap-and release of charge by impurities
in the detector’s light-sensitive layer. Electrons accumulated in the pixels may be trapped
by such impurities, with a finite trapping time and probability, and released at later times.
A complete illustration of this model for persistence can be found in Smith et al. (2008).
Persistence in WFC3/IR is observed on timescales going from minutes to hours and even
days after a given stimulus. It can thus affect exposures within the same HST visit, as well
as exposures taken much later than highly saturated ones.
Persistence in WFC3/IR has been extensively studied (Long et al., 2010, 2012, 2013b,a,
2014, 2015a,b, 2016; Long & Baggett, 2018). The most important finding, already identified
in ground-based testing, and reported in McCullough & Deustua (2008), is that the time
evolution of persistence in the WFC3/IR array is slower than an exponential decay, such as
one expected from a ”quantum well” trap. Instead, WFC3/IR persistence decays as a power
law (A-gamma model) of the form:
p(t) = A × tγ ,

(1)

where γ ∼ −1, and A is such that for a saturated pixel, the value of persistence is about
0.3 electrons per seconds after 1000 seconds since the end of the stimulus exposure. For
comparison, the WFC3/IR dark current is ∼ 0.05 electrons per second.
This power-law behavior cannot physically hold for t → 0, as persistence would become
infinite. Gennaro et al. (2018) showed that, as expected, persistence in WFC3/IR starts
deviating from a simple power law at short times, in the sense that, as time approaches zero,
the rate of decay flattens. Gennaro et al. (2018) used the data from Calibration Program
14016 (PI: Long) which consisted of multiple dithered exposures of the young, massive,
IR-bright stellar cluster Westerlund 1. In each exposure, a large number of Westerlund 1
stars, with a range of fluence1 levels, would saturate, causing persistence images in the next
exposures. After a detector reset and a dither, the ghost-images of saturated stars would
appear on the same detector pixels, but in a different on-sky position, few arcseconds away
from their ”parent” star.
Unfortunately, Westerlund 1 proved to be a difficult target for measuring persistence.
Although many pixels are saturated and could, in principle, be useful, a large fraction of
persistence pixels land onto a star in later exposures, making a persistence measurement
impossible. For those pixels that stay star-free after being saturated in previous exposures,
there is yet another problem: the high level of crowding in Westerlund 1, as well as the
radial dependence of the diffuse flux from unresolved, faint, cluster members, causes a large
and highly variable level of background. In order to measure persistence in a pixel, the local
1

the fluence, measured in electrons, is defined as the total number of electrons that would be produced,
given the source photon flux and the exposure time, assuming an infinite pixel full-well, it is basically a
measure of the total number of photons landing on a pixel during an exposure, rather than the number of
detected photons, which is limited by the pixel’s finite full-well capacity
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background needs to be evaluated and then subtracted from the total detected flux. Unfortunately the persistence measurements from the external images in Calibration Program
14016 were too noisy to be useful, and were omitted in the Gennaro et al. (2018) analysis,
which was instead based solely on the darks that followed the observations of Westerlund 1.
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The new observing strategy

In order to measure persistence, ideally one wants to illuminate only a portion of the
WFC3/IR detector, take an image, then turn off the illumination source and take another image. In that case, the un-illuminated portion of the detector would be used for
background measurements. The illuminated portion needs to be large enough to cover an
adequate number of pixels, to provide sufficient statistics. Ideally one would also want to
probe a distribution of incident fluences. Cognizant of the problems related to background
measurements for persistence images which use external targets as persistence stimuli, we
devised a novel strategy.
We determined that the planet Uranus would be an ideal source for such an experiment.
While we cannot turn the planet off, we can move it across the WFC3 field of view to generate
an on/off illumination pattern. Other planets are either too bright (Venus, Mars), too big
(Saturn) or both (Jupiter) to be a good match for the observational constraints posed by our
experiment. Other astronomical sources that we considered were bright galaxies. Galaxies
that are bright enough to provide a sufficient number of saturated pixels in relatively short
exposure times, are usually nearby and very extended (∼ arcminutes). Although sometimes
their cores (the bright parts) are compact, the extended faint halos have a radial luminosity
gradient and typically fill the WFC3/IR detector field of view. As a result, there are not
enough background pixels from which to estimate the sky levels.
Using archival images we calculated that Uranus would be a suitable target. Its radius
is about 15 WFC3/IR pixels, providing about 700 stimulated pixels. Uranus saturates the
WFC3/IR detector to about 5 full-wells when observed with the F127M filer for about 280
seconds. The 280 seconds number is meaningful. To study persistence at short times, it is
critical to read the WFC3/IR detector at a moderately fast cadence. In the SPARS25 SAMPSEQ mode, reads are performed every 25 seconds, an approapriate cadence for our type of
experiment. Setting the number of reads to NSAMP=12 provides an exposure time of about
278 seconds (the first read is a fast one, about 2.9 seconds). Eight SPARS25, NSAMP=12
exposures can be efficiently packed within an HST orbit, each providing enough exposure
time to allow the buffer dump of the preceding exposure. Using a SPARS sequence (not
necessarily SPARS25) also ensures a regular spacing of reads. This is not a necessity but it
simplifies the analysis. When the average value of persistence between two reads, calculated
as the the difference in counts between read i and read i − 1, divided by ti − ti−1 , is compared
to the average current predicted by a given persistence model (e.g. the power-law), the latter
needs to be integrated over such time interval and the flux value divided by the time interval
itself. Gennaro et al. (2018) had to manage a mix of time intervals, due to the choice of a
mix of SAMP-SEQs to efficiently fill the orbit of Calibration Program 14016. We found it
more convenient to employ a single read spacing throughout this experiment, to make the
interpretation easier.
3
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Death star

Cross-Talk

Figure 1: All images of Uranus acquired during Visit01 of Calibration Program 15581.
Images are taken back-to-back, going from upper-left to lower-right. After the 8 external
exposures, the first 4 (out of 24) darks are shown too. Images are all normalized to the same
logarithimic scale. Uranus is the bright source with the extended white core. An extended
image artifact is visible next to Uranus, more prominently in the left and center-left images
of the second row, and is attributed to light scattered back by the WFC3/IR cold stop.
The dark spot in the externals, with mirror symmetry to the Uranus image with respect to
the image x-axis, is crosstalk between amplifiers, and is highlighted in the first panel (but
note that it moves with Uranus in the other panels). The circular structure in the lower
center-left (highlighted in the first panel as well) is the so called death-star artifact of the
WFC3/IR detector. Several disk-like sources appear from the second image onwards, and are
most prominent in the dark frames. These sources, arranged in a checkerboard pattern, are
the Uranus persistence. Their intensity can be observed to fade with increasing ”time after
stimulus”. Some details of the figure may be better appreciated in the electronic version of
this document.
Our proposal for a supplemental calibration program to measure short-term persistence
using Uranus was granted 2 visits of 2 orbits each (one external, and one internal, with
darks), by the HST mission office, Calibration Program 15581. The current instrument
4
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report presents the results based on the data obtained during Visit01.
Our choice for Visit01 was to step Uranus onto 8 different positions in the field of view
in a ”checkerboard pattern”, where Uranus moves on the white (or black) squares only. The
8 external exposures fill the un-occulted part of the first orbit. They are followed by darks
that fill the rest of the visit.
The checkerboard pattern is visible in Figure 1, where we show the 8 external exposures and the first four darks. At first glance, in the images of the external exposures, the
Uranus diffraction spikes reach out to some of the persistence images. While it would have
been better to avoid this from the outset, we subsequently verified that the intensity of the
diffraction spikes at the distance of the persistence images is negligible and is not impacting
our results. We have however re-arranged the dither pattern of Visit02 to circumvent the
situation completely.
Brief description of Visit02:
At the time of this writing, Visit02 has not yet been scheduled. Visit02 will consist of an
experiment similar to Visit01 , but using WFC3/IR in 512x512 pixels subarray mode. For
Visit02 we will use a broader filter, F125W, and shorter exposure times, to reach saturation
levels similar to those reached in Visit01. The read sequence of Visit02 will be SAMP-SEQ
= SPARS10. The shorter exposure time allows more exposures to be executed within an
HST orbit. A similar number of reads per exposure will be performed, as in the Visit01
case. The result is that a larger number of reads will be taken in Visit02 with respect to
Visit01. However the larger number is counter-balanced by the smaller array size, thus still
allowing for efficient buffer dumps that can be executed while taking data. Visit02 will be
a non-standard visit, where each Uranus exposure will be followed by an exposure with the
BLANK filter in place. Putting the BLANK in place will make the exposures ”dark”, without
the overhead times required to move the channel select mechanism as required instead in
true darks. Moreover using the BLANK reduces also the overheads associated with dithers,
which are required when taking back-to-back external exposures to measure persistence. A
dither will be performed after each Uranus-BLANK pair sequence. This procedure should
allow for a measurement of persistence to shorter timescales than achieved in Visit01.
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The data

The data for Visit01 of Calibration Program 15581 are shown in Figure 1, with a zoomedin version in Figure 2. To better appreciate the details described in the Figures captions,
we recommend looking at this document in its electronic form. Calibrated products were
retrieved from the HST archive using the MAST portal. The fits files were created on 201811-27 (UT) using version 3.5.0 (Oct-09-2018) of the calwf3 pipeline. No further calibration
was performed.
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The method

The method to study persistence at short timescale has been extensively described in Gennaro et al. (2018). Briefly, we use the FLT files of the stimulus exposures to identify saturated
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Figure 2: A zoom-in for one of the Uranus stimulus images (left), and the immediately
following persistence image (right). Here the stretches are optimized in each image separately
to highlight several details. Left: the Uranus disk and a prominent ring are clearly visible.
The X-shaped diffraction pattern is also apparent. A gradient in luminosity across the disk
is visible as well and is used to define 3 fluence ranges to study persistence as a function
of fluence. Right: a similar gradient, but obviously noisier, is visible across the disk of the
persistence image. In this case the ring and the diffraction spikes are not apparent, because,
while bright, they are not bright enough to cause persistence.

pixels for which we will measure persistence. The stimuli are divided into 3 fluence levels:
2.8 × 105 < f1 < 1.1 × 106 , 1.1 × 106 < f2 < 1.9 × 106 , and 1.9 × 106 < f3 < 5.6 × 106
electrons. For reference, the WFC3/IR pixels full-well capacity is about 8 × 104 electrons,
thus the fluences above range from about 3.5 full-wells to 70 full-wells.
We then ”monitor” the stimulated pixels throughout the stack of subsequent images,
masking out bad pixels. Instead of using the FLTs file products to measure persistence,
we use the re-arranged IMAs. The FLT files report the average flux level (in electrons per
second), as fitted by the up-the-ramp fitting step in the calwf3 pipeline over the entire 280
seconds of exposure. The IMA files contain the values that are directly read out during
the up-the-ramp sampling of the accumulated charge in the pixels every 25 seconds. For
convenience and homogeneity of delivered WFC3 data products, the IMAs have units of
electrons per second, by dividing the electrons accumulated up to a given read by the time
elapsed since the beginning of the exposure until the end of that read. The IMAs thus
contain the average flux up to a certain time.
To study the decay of persistence, we rearrange the IMAs into ”prime difference” images,
where we measure the charge accumulated between two consecutive reads (i.e., not from the
beginning of the exposure), divided by the time between the reads in question. This is a
more ”instantaneous’ representation of the value of the accumulating charge between reads,
with respect to the ”cumulative” information of the IMAs. This is also illustrated in detail
in Gennaro et al. (2018).
In order to measure the persistence signal, we require a measurement of the background.
To do so, we first mask out all pixels with DQ value in the original IMA not equal to zero
6
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Figure 3: Measurements of persistence as a function of fluence level. Each point represents
the average value in a given prime difference for the indicated fluence level of the stimulus.
Each color corresponds to a different stimulus image. The black lines are running medians
on a 50 second interval, and follow very closely a straight line behavior in this log-log plot.
The absolute value of persistence increases with the stimulus fluence.

for the 2 reads of interest (the pixels must be good in both reads from which the prime
difference of interest is computed). We flag pixels containing astronomical sources as well;
this is achieved by masking pixels that have fluxes of more than 1 electron per second in
the associated FLT (typical sky values here being of the order of 0.25 electrons per second).
After masking, we compute a sigma-clipped average and use that as the background level to
subtract from the persistence values. Measuring the sky from the prime differences rather
than from the entire exposure ensures that any temporal variations in the average background
level within the exposure are correctly captured. The same approach is used to compute
the average value of the dark current in the dark exposures that is subtracted from the
persistence measured in the darks.
We then plot the evolution of persistence as a function of time after the end of the
stimulus. Considering the time to execute a dither and reconfigure WFC3 to take a new
exposure, and the 2.9+0.5*25 seconds at mid-interval for the first useful interval after the
exposure (i.e, considering as non-useful the 2.9 initial read interval, which is too noisy), we
push persistence measurements to as close as ∼ 100 seconds after the end of the stimulus,
7
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all the way out to 9000 seconds (the time elapsed since the end of the first Uranus exposure
to the end of the last dark) .
Such measurements, as a function of the stimulus fluence, are shown in Figure 3. The
data align along a straight line in a log-log plot, indicating once again a global powerlaw behavior from 1.5 minutes to 2.5 hours after the stimulus. In order to observe small
departures from a single power-law, a more detailed analysis is necessary. Figure 3 combines
persistence measurements in all the external exposures as well as in the darks. No difference
is observed between persistence measured in the two types of images. This was not the
case for the Gennaro et al. (2018) analysis of Westerlund 1, where an exposure-dependent
offset was observed in the externals, as well as a general offset between external and darks.
Such offsets were attributed to the problematic sky subtraction in the external images. The
current agreement between darks and externals gives us confidence that the sky subtraction
procedure adopted here is valid, and more generally, demonstrates that targeting Uranus
was a good choice for this type of measurement.

5

Results

Following a procedure similar to Gennaro et al. (2018), the data displayed in Figure 3 were
compared to the predictions of a single power-law model of the decay of persistence. The free
parameters of the model are the normalization, A, and the slope, i.e. the power-law index, γ
(the slope of a line in a log-log plot). To explore whether the power-law model holds for all
the available times since stimulus, we varied the range over which the fit was performed. We
kept the lower limit value of the range fixed at the shortest times available (∼ 90 seconds),
and varied the upper limit between 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, and 6400 seconds after the
stimulus, a constant logarithmic spacing.
Such a comparison is shown in Figure 4, and requires some explanation to be decoded.
Each panel in the figure corresponds to a different stimulus level range. Each shade of color,
from lighter to darker corresponds to a different time interval considered, from shorter to
longer, respectively. The upper limits of the time intervals are marked by vertical dashed
lines in the same shade. The solid lines correspond to the ratio of the best fit power-law
model divided by a reference model with A = 300 and γ = −1 (in this notation, the reference
model predicts 0.3 e/s of persistence at 1000 s after the stimulus). A rising line corresponds
to a best fit model of persistence with a ”less negative” slope, i.e. a model that decays more
slowly than the reference model, and whose ratio with the reference model thus increases
with time. The almost horizontal lines correspond to best fits that have a γ very close to −1
(the reference model). The increasing absolute value of the constant line from top-to-bottom
(red-to-blue) panels indicates that A increases with increasing fluence stimulus level.
The main result encoded in Figure 4 is that there is a progression from shallow ( γ ∼
−0.93, lightest shade) to steep (γ ∼ −1, darkest shade) power laws as longer times are
considered. This confirms the results of Gennaro et al. (2018), and also confirms that such
variations are small.
A different representation of the same results is available in Figure 5. In the left panel,
we show the value of Pti (ti )/P200 (ti ), where the ti ’s are the upper limits of the fit intervals
considered in this work, and Pti (ti ) is the value of persistence predicted at time ti by the
8
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Persistence/P ref
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1.500
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102

103
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Figure 4: Best fit single power law models as a function of fitting interval, compared to
the data. The upper limits of the fit intervals are indicated by vertical dashed lines, and the
corresponding best fit models are shown as solid lines in the matching color shade. Each
panel represents a different fluence level range for the stimuli. For display purposes, best-fit
models and data are divided by the prediction of a reference model, i.e., a single power law
with A = 300 and γ = −1. Horizontal best-fit lines thus represent results with γ values
close to −1. Rising lines correspond to models with less negative γ, i.e., models for which
the predicted persistence at longer times is larger than in the reference model.

best-fit model for interval ti , i.e., the persistence predicted by a given model at the end of
the fit interval for that model. The Pti (ti )’s are divided by the predictions of the best-fit
model fitted to ti = 200, extrapolated to the end point of the intervals ti 6= 200. Such
plot demonstrates that if the P200 (t) model was to be extrapolated at longer times, it would
severely overpredict persistence, with respect to any model that was fit over longer ti ’s.
Viceversa, models fitted to longer times would underpredict persistence at short times. The
same figure, in the center and right panels, shows the decreasing value of γ with increasing
ti , and the correlated decrease of A.
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Figure 5: Summary of the best fit results. Each color corresponds to a fluence level range
for the stimulus. Left: comparison of the prediction of the model that was fit only up to
200 seconds after the end of the stimulus, with models fit up to longer interval. The ratio is
taken at times equal to the end of the fit intervals of each model. Center: Evolution of the
power-law slope with upper-limit of the fitting interval. As longer times are included, the
models overall become steeper, or equivalently, γ becomes more negative. Right: evolution
of the normalization constant in front of the power-law.
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Summary and conclusions

We have devised a novel observing strategy to obtain clean measurements of persistence in
the WFC3/IR detector at the shortest timescales yet explored, using stepped observations of
the planet Uranus. This strategy was implemented as HST calibration program 15581 (PI:
Gennaro), for which we analyzed the data from Visit 01. The observing strategy overall was
very successful, providing robust persistence measurements down to times as short as ∼ 100
seconds after the end of the stimulus. We applied the same analysis technique developed
in Gennaro et al. (2018) to compare the measured persistence to a power-law model for
persistence decay.
Our results confirm the conclusions of Gennaro et al. (2018) that persistence in the
WFC3/IR detector decays more rapidly as time progresses. This is reflected in a more
negative (steeper) best-fit power law index for models that are fit over longer time intervals.
We note, however, that the quantitative change in slope is small, with the power law index
changing from about γ ∼ −0.93 in the [0, 200] seconds fit interval, to γ ∼ −1 in the [0, 6400]
seconds one.
A new Visit for calibration program 15581 is currently planned, and could be executed in
the June-August 2019 timeframe. The data from that visit should push our measurements
of persistence to even shorter times after the stimulus.
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